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Roadshow – London – July 15, 2018 
Start –  12:39 pm 

 

WELCOME 

President, John Cresswell, welcomed everyone and apologizes for starting late, but we 
were waiting for five or six people to arrive and register.  However, he indicated that we 
will get started as our time is very important.  John further indicated that on behalf of the 
Ontario 5 Pin Bowlers’ Association and the membership of the Ontario 5 he looks 
forward to a good event.  The first meeting that was held in Oshawa went really well.  
He indicated that he wanted to make sure that we are all on the same wave length and 
that this is a fact finding missing to find out what we can do to make our sport and the 
Open and Senior Open better for everybody.  John stated that the Ontario Board of 
Directors are here to work on behalf of you the membership so it is up to you to tell us 
how you wish to go, what you want us to do, and make sure we get that stuff done.  

 

 

INTRODUCTIONS 

John Cresswell introduced the Board that were in attendance, the new Vice President 
Susan Burns, Directors sitting down at the front Average Book Chair Kevin Jepson, 
Marketing Chair Brenda Hamilton, and the President of the Ontario 5 John Cresswell. 

When we did our first roadshow John Cresswell asked that when you wanted to speak 
you had to come up and pick up the microphone.  He asked that this be done again so 
that we can keep the flow as smooth as possible without getting off topic.  John asked if 
you want to speak to put your hand up and then come up to the microphone and say 
your name and what Zone you are from so that Sue can record it properly.  From the 
first roadshow John advised that he had to review the recording to fill in the blanks with 
some of the names that were missing. 

 

 

PROCEDURES/OPEN LOCATION FOR 2019 AND 2020 ONWARDS 

John Cresswell reiterated for those that did not know yet that with Sherwood closing, 
the 2019 Open and Senior Open will be held at Merivale in Ottawa.  It is for one year 
because we have been working with NEBs Fund World, and are going to be bringing 
the championship to NEBs for the future.  We were not able to get it all in place for next 
year 2019.  John advised that if you get a chance to listen to the first video roadshow 
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held in Oshawa, Tom England goes into the reasoning from his side as to why it could 
not happen for the 2019. 

However, for us to make it happen in 2020 there is going to have to be some changes 
to the structure of the event slightly. 

John then handed the microphone over to Kevin Jepson to go through the motions and 
recommendations. 

  

 

MOTIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS 

Kevin Jepson then proceeded to go over the motions and recommendations from the 
handout, which were provided to those in attendance at the meeting. 

Kevin advised that there were a number of motions and recommendations pertaining to 
the Open / Senior Open that were put on the floor at the AGM in Orillia, and we tabled 
them to these meetings so that we could gather more information and so that the 
delegates could make a decision on these at the SAGM.  They would have been done 
at the AGM however we wanted to give everyone an opportunity to voice their opinion 
before a decision is made in November.  We will be going through the motions one by 
one and gather the information and there is a first set of minutes from the meeting in 
Oshawa and there will be a set of minutes made today.  

 

O5PBA Recommendation 

The O5PBA to host a ‘Regional Meeting Road Show’ in 4 locations across the 
Province during the Summer of 2018, with the specific purposes of reviewing the 
tournament format of the Provincial Open and Senior Open Championships.  These 
meetings will be open to all current season (2017-18) O5PBA members with a pre-
registration required.  The purpose of these Regional Meetings will be to obtain 
feedback from the Open bowlers on what changes they would like to see incorporated 
into the format of the tournament in future years. 
 

Kevin Jepson advised that it was evident that we have proceeded to do the four 
roadshow meetings and asked what the audience’s feeling was on the roadshow on 
whether it was a good idea or bad idea.  The consensus was that it was a good idea.  
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O5PBA Recommendation 

The following rule from the C5 coaches instructions for the National Championships 
will be added to the Green Book rules for next year. 
 
“Score sheets filled out improperly or not signed, will result in an initial warning.  A 
second offense will result in a final warning being given.  For each additional 
infraction, a one (1) point penalty will be assessed against the team” 
 

Kevin Jepson read the recommendation and advised that you are getting three shots at 
messing up the paperwork and yet it still happens over and over.  So now this is just 
reinforcing the rule that has been in place since the beginning of coaching.  Kevin asked 
for any comments regarding that recommendation. 

John Cresswell indicated that just for clarification that it is both coaches that are signing 
the sheet, so they will both be getting the same warning. 

Kevin Jepson advised that although one coach is filling in the paperwork both coaches 
are responsible as they are both signing the sheet acknowledging the error. 

Brian Lawrence from Middle Elgin asked if a point comes off both teams acknowledging 
the error or just coming off the offending team that made the error. 

Kevin Jepson advised that typically what happens is that it doesn’t get to the third or 
second warning with the same team except the one that is at fault. The initial warning 
will go to the two coaches, one of those coaches will probably not get a second warning.  
Rarely does it come to a point where a penalty point is given. 

 

Central Ontario 5 Pin Bowlers’ Association – Recommendation 

Change the structure of the banquet to less formal.  The cost could be reduced with 
cooking stations or appetizers around the room.  The banquet could start a little later 
which would also give teams time to have dinner together and arrive for the parade of 
champions and celebration.  In Hamilton at the Sheraton, with a Reception Format, 
the Grand Ballroom could support 600 attendees. 
 

Kevin Jepson read the recommendation and clarified that this would be not everyone at 
a table, but with just seats with finger foods etc. and asked for any comments on that 
recommendation. 

Bob Pellow from Middlesex Elgin indicated that we should probably wait to see what we 
do with the banquet and until we get to NEBs to see what facilities are available at that 
time. He further indicated that if the banquet is at a different facility we will need to look 
at shuttle buses.  He advised that from the reading the minutes of the first meeting that 
NEBs indicated that a banquet facility at their location is in their future.  
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Kevin Jepson advised that one of things that came up at the last meeting was that Tom 
England’s eyes lit up when there was a mention of transportation, and that knowing 
Tom you never know what he is going to come up with, similar to having a banquet hall 
at NEBs.  Kevin advised that we will discuss ideas at the end of the motions and 
recommendations and that we should dream a little as we go ahead. 

Kevin Jepson asked for show of hands on those that were in favour of making the 
banquet less formal. 

Kelly Shelson from Western wished to comment on this first and apologized for going 
out of order.  She advised that if we go away from having a sit down banquet and it 
stating that the members have dinner and then return for a reception, that the timing 
would be off on getting people there at a certain time.  That if we do a parade of 
champions at a certain time there could be people at restaurants still waiting for dinner 
and not making it.  She thought it would be better having a banquet where everyone is 
there sitting down having dinner, and that if you don’t you will not have people there. 

Anne-Marie Lasek from Western advised that a lot of the problem, especially for the 
younger kids, is the price.  She felt it was expensive and realized that it is hard to get a 
large place like the Sheraton and get a cheaper meal. She suggested that a 9:00 p.m. 
start for the parade of champions, not to get rid of all the food, and understands that 
everyone needs to come in their uniforms and teams should be recognized, but the cost 
factor deters a lot of people from going to it. 

Kevin Jepson advised that the banquet in Hamilton, although across the street from the 
Sheraton was run by the Hamilton Convention Centre and they sold their catering rights 
to Carmen’s one of the caterers in Hamilton.  That is when we started to see our price 
increase.  He indicated that we were supposed to get better for our money and that we 
were told by Carmen’s that we were getting a deal for what we got. 

John Cresswell came up to speak and indicate that when Carmen’s took over the 
Convention Centre that the prices did go up and we had no control over that.  John 
indicated that he negotiated with them to keep the liquor and bar prices down and that 
the regular price at the bar for drinks was actually $1.50 more than what we paid and 
we were able to do that because of the number of people that we have.  John also 
advised that the menu that they usually have is very specific and he was able to 
negotiate a different menu with two meats for the same price as one.  John advised that 
we charged everyone $1.00 more than it would cost the O5 members doing it.  We 
made no money on the banquet and it was the actual cost to host the event.   

Brenda Hamilton advised that she was in PEI for the Inter-provincials and for a guest to 
attend their banquet the cost was $80.00, which was for cheeseburgers and fries.   
Kevin Jepson advised that for $80.00 in PEI he would have expected lobster. 
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Don Cunningham from Middlesex Elgin advised that anything at Sheraton is now history 
and we should be looking at going forward.  We are changing the location and venue so 
everything is up in the air. 

Bob Pellow indicated that in two years we are going to be at NEBs so we probably won’t 
know until a year from now what anything is going to cost us, hotels, banquet hall, etc. 
and advised that he thought that doing anything about the banquet is silly at this point in 
time. 

Sue Wanklin from Tri-County advised that now we are going to Ottawa she assumes we 
are already looking for banquet hall and rooms, and asked if the audience thought more 
people would be going to the banquet because they are there and no one will be 
travelling back and forth.  She estimated that 90% of people will be travelling to the 
event and wondered if that would make a difference to a sit down, but that at $80.00 for 
get it. 

Kevin Jepson asked for a show of hands for changing the banquet to a less formal 
setting rather than a banquet - 11 agree, 7 opposed. 

 

Central Ontario 5 Pin Bowlers’ Association - Motion 

Senior Open – Senior declaration for Singles: 
Provincial Championship – Rule 2 
 
Prior to the start of the Provincials, the senior bowlers should declare whether or not 
they would like to be considered for Singles.  This will ensure that the bowlers that are 
eligible for the stepladder will be competing.  This declaration can be part of the 
Bowlers forms including optional pools. 
 

Kevin Jepson said if you have no intention on going into the stepladder, why are you 
bowling the singles? 

Bob Pellow said that just to clarify for those that don’t know why the motion is there, at 
the AGM this was brought up because there as someone who qualified for the seniors’ 
stepladder that did not want to bowl singles once they had made it.  That bowler should 
have indicated before they bowled so that the person sitting in 6th or 7th might have seen 
that they had a shot at making the stepladder. 

Brian Lawrence advised that he agreed that if you don’t signify that you do not want to 
bowl then you don’t bowl the singles.  He asked whether this person that withdrew from 
was suspended.  He indicated that he hurt his knee after qualifying for a tournament 
and was suspended, but that the suspension was lifted. He stated that you need to 
clarify whether you want to bowl the singles. 
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Kevin Jepson asked, as matter of interest, a show of hands on whether or not you need 
to declare that you are going to play singles all the way through.  Kevin asked for any of 
those opposed to make it easier – answer was unanimous zero opposed. 

 

Central Ontario 5 Pin Bowlers’ Association – Motion 

Green Book Rule Addition: Open/Senior Open (Replacement of Bowler Policy) 
Provincial Championship – Rule 2 
 
Change the wording of this section to include ‘if a bowler withdraws” 
‘In the event a bowler who qualifies for the singles stepladder match plays finals, and 
is unable to bowl due to illness or inquiry OR Withdraws, he/she will not be replaced. 
 

Kevin Jepson advised that in other words if the 3rd place bowler gets injury and can’t 
play the match the person the bowler was supposed to play gets credit for the match. 

Barb Wray from Middlesex Elgin advised that it should all depend on the reason or the 
withdrawal. If you withdraw because you don’t want to bowl it, sorry about your luck.  If 
they are withdrawing due to an injury or fall ill then they should be replaced. 

Kevin Jepson reiterated that these comments will be given to the delegates for the 
SAGM. 

Terry Little from Western said that he did not agree with the replacement rule, because 
what happens if you have a match 5th plays 4th and the winner goes on to play 3rd and 
for some reason 3rd can’t bowl, do you allow 6th to come in?  He advised you can’t do 
that, he said that whoever was to bowl that match automatically gets the win.   

An anonymous guest inquired what happens if it is before it starts? Terry Little indicated 
that it does not matter when it happens, you make it and then can’t play the next day, 
the five that make it bowl and if you can’t you forfeit the match. 

Kevin Jepson asked for a show of hands for all those in favour of the motion. All were in 
favour with the exception of 2 opposed. 

 

Central Ontario 5 Pin Bowlers’ Association – Motion 

Seniors as part of the Aggregate: Since all zones now enter a Senior mixed team, 
their team standings should be included in the aggregate calculation.  The point 
system utilized for the other teams could be used to calculate a true ‘Aggregate 
Contingent Winner’ 
 

Brian Lawrence advised that he bowls the Masters and that the seniors count in the 
aggregate even when you go to nationals.  He agrees and the seniors should be part of 
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the aggregate, and that he thinks you should have a senior mixed team at nationals as 
well.  He said that there are enough people, however not sure about the other 
provinces, who would love to go to nationals with the Open. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that he was sitting on the fence on this issue.  When we brought 
the Seniors Open in and competing with the Open players it never was part of the 
aggregate calculations.  However, over the last number of years when the aggregate 
announcement was made the seniors come up and get a banner.  The cost of the 
banners are minimal, but to Kevin as a bowler in the event, as part of the contingent you 
like to be recognized as well. 

Kevin Jepson did not ask for a show of hands on this motion because there will be 
further discussion on this later. 

Bob Pellow advised that we could go two ways with the seniors, we can either can 
move the to a different house and run this as a separate tournament, or we make the 
seniors a division of the Open and it be one tournament and then yes they are included 
in the aggregate. 

Kevin again advised that we will explore this further later on. 

Show of hands was requested to include the seniors as part of the aggregate 
calculations – all were in favour. 

 

Central Ontario 5 Pin Bowlers’ Association – Motion 

Banquet Tickets: Banquet tickets for the competitors should be included in the 
assessment.  All competitors should be expected to be at the celebration of the 
winners. The assessment could be at the bowler level or the zone level.  Guest 
Tickets could be purchased. 
 

Kevin Jepson indicated that instead of paying the $30.00 assessment you would add 
the cost of the banquet to that and you would be charged a bowler’s assessment of 
$65.00, $75.00 or $80.00 depending the cheeseburger you got. 

Kevin opened the floor for discussion. 

Stephen Thompson from Middlesex Elgin advised that he semi disagrees because what 
if you work shiftwork and know they can’t go to the banquet whether they win or not.  
They know they can bowl the whole competition, but can’t go to the awards ceremony. 

Barb Wray stated going back to the beginning that even having this discussion has to 
wait until what is actually going to happen with the banquet. 

Kevin Jepson advised that we have to remember that all the motions and 
recommendations were sent in April prior to us knowing Sherwood would no longer be 
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there.  There was speculation of Sherwood closing and this year’s Open was one of the 
trying years being at Sherwood, as well as a couple of years ago when the mysterious 
illness went through.  However, Central put this motion forward thinking that the Open 
would still be in Hamilton.  Kevin’s opinion is that everyone should be at the banquet 
applauding the winners at the head table and they deserve that accolade.  For some 
being at the head table may be old hat, but for others if this is your one and only chance 
you want to give that same affordability that other bowlers were given when they were 
up there. 

Anne Marie Lasek stated that she does not agree to add to the assessment fee 
because a lot of people don’t understand why there is an assessment fee or what it 
covers.  As well, she advised that we don’t know what we are doing in the future and if 
we add another amount to that assessment that assessment fee is just going to keep 
growing.  She agrees that the winner need to have the recognition, but it does not have 
to be with a banquet. 

Kevin Jepson asked for a show of hands adding a fee to the assessment - unanimously 
opposed. 

John Cresswell clarified what the assessment was for and what it covers advising that 
the O5PBA takes every event and makes it a break even championship.  You take all 
the expenses and then you get all the entries and then you figure the cost to enter.  
When it first came into effect was when we had to travel to BC, and we are going again 
this year.  The cost to go to BC or any coast is higher.  The extra cost was added for the 
cost to participate.  After that year the Association looked at it by having everyone 
paying a $30.00 assessment fee, that way the cost of everyone to participate goes 
down because we have that extra money coming in.  The assessment was added in as 
a cost of offset the cost of the Association event, be it the lineage or the national 
championships.  On the seniors side there is no national championship and the cost is 
lower because of that.  The Open bowlers, if they are lucky enough to win, get to go the 
nationals and that is why the assessment is there.  We can take out the assessment 
fee, but then the entry fee will go up $20.00 or $22.00 more because there is a cost 
there.  The assessment fee is there to offset the cost and to get more people to 
participate. 

Anonymous guest asked about the assessments – bowler and Zone. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that it is a bowler assessment not a Zone assessment and it is 
to offset the expenses for travel when we go farther.  The Zone assessment is for them 
to hold the event.   If we assess for $30.00 for each bowler and continually charge that 
amount it offsets the other years when costs are more. 

John Cresswell further clarified that five years ago membership indicated that they did 
not want bowlers participating this year to cover the costs of bowlers four years from 
now, so that was taken out and put in as a fixed cost.  As an example this year at 
Sherwood we had approximately 5000 lines of games bowled, take that $20,000 
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roughly or $4.00 game as an example, that was what our Association cost was. Out of 
that the bowlers that participated at the provincial championships put in $30.00 towards 
that cost.  The left over cost from that was gone to the Zone assessment.  If you add the 
banquet into that it would have been added to the bowler assessment not to the Zone 
assessment.  

 

Central Ontario 5 Pin Bowlers’ Association – Recommendation 

Judges of Play: Due to size of the tournament there should be 1 judge of play and 1 
runner for every 6 lanes. 
 

Kevin Jepson indicated that means we have to recruit more volunteers, and more 
underlying costs to bringing on more Judges of Play.  One of the things that was 
addressed being at Sherwood was we could have as many Judges of Play as we want, 
but if they only have one staff at the back they can only fix the issues as fast as that 
runner could get to them.  That was mostly the reason for the delays being in the back 
and not the front.  We are always going to have different circumstances no matter 
where we are. We will have to grow with those circumstances to make the tournament 
run streamline.   

Stephen Thompson indicated that from a semi proprietory standpoint if you are going to 
ask for more staff, are you okay with an increase to the assessment fee so that the 
proprietor can man the lanes the way you want.  If they only have so many people on 
staff and you want more runners, the proprietor is going to be looking for someone to 
pay. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that we were fortunate that Sherwood had staff do what they 
could do for us.  Many of the pin chasers or runners are still in school and took the time 
off school to be there to work for us.  To bring in more will be difficult, but now that we 
are changing our circumstance, we will have to see how it runs in Ottawa.  We know 
how it will run at NEBs because we are familiar with that facility and the technology that 
they have.  

John Cresswell stated that from a bowler point of view and a proprietor point of view we 
want to work together to make sure that everything runs smoothly for everybody.  The 
cost of asking for something extra from the proprietors, John would expect this from with 
his negotiations and doing contracts that this conversation would come up, and that 
they would need an extra nickle a game or whatever that might be to cover those costs.  
The proprietors set their rates on a yearly basis for lineage and from what John’s 
understanding is it will be $4.50 game and our budgeting will change slightly for this. We 
had a great deal at Sherwood, slightly under $4.00.  From a volunteer side and the 
Judges of Play, John asked for audience’s thought on each Zone providing a Judge of 
Play for the championships.  We had it really good in the Hamilton area as Hamilton, 
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Niagara and all local Zones provided Judges of Play, and the Board of Directors that 
were not bowling helped out as being Judges of Play. This year going to Ottawa, they 
do not have the same volunteer base to draw from.  We will have to work on how to get 
the volunteers available to cover the event.  Take a 12 lane centre with a Judge of Play 
sitting at the back for the championships at NEBs and not have to worry about ball jams, 
but at Sherwood you had to worry about ball jams.  Our Judges of Play were fixing 
those.  In future the Judges of Play will be told not to worry about ball jams, that it is the 
house’s responsibility as we do not want anyone getting their fingers caught between 
balls.  Our plan is to have one Judge of Play for eight lanes.  As we are there from 
Wednesday to Saturday, getting Judges of Play available for this is not an easy task.  
We need 30 time slots filled for the event and we will need every Zone to be able to 
assist next year and into the future.  It will be the Zone’s responsibility to have Judges of 
Play available moving forward. We had people available to do that in Hamilton, but we 
won’t have that same luxury anymore.  

Bob Pellow inquired that if we supply one Judge of Play is the Zone responsible for 
expenses.   

John Cresswell said that we have to work on how to cover that, but it would be the 
Zone’s responsibility at this time. The idea would be to gather Judges of Play from those 
already attending.   

Stephen Thompson inquired if we could use the emergency spares as Judges of Play 
as there would be three emergency spares.  If the emergency spare needed to be used 
we could just fill in the blanks.   

Kevin Jepson said that going forward with John’s idea we would make sure that the 
courses would be there to get them certified. 

Wayne Rogers indicated that at the AGM this year there was a Judge of Play course.  
He understood that if you contact Rhonda you can get the Judge of Play papers to write 
the course.   

Kevin Jepson corrected Wayne Rogers and advised that that was only available for 
anyone who was updating their Judge of Play and recertifying.  Initially anyone 
becoming a Judge of Play must attend an actual be at a clinic to get their first 
certification.  He further stated that we can discuss further on the using of emergency 
spares and it may depend on who they are. 

Kevin Jepson requested a show of hands for one Judge of Play for every six lanes – 
unanimously opposed. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that the tournament has run rather smoothly and each year 
there bring new circumstances.  As a proprietor you never know what the next day is 
going to deal you. 
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Metro Toronto 5 Pin Bowlers’ Association – Motion 

For the Ontario Senior Open 5 Pin Championships, remove the 6th bowler.  Have 5 
qualify and 5 bowl, like it used to be. 
 

Brian Lawrence suggested that we leave it up to the Zones whether they want to send 
five or six.  If you have a bowler that gets hurt you have someone there, but if you have 
only five and someone gets hurt what happens then – 90%.  

John Cresswell confirmed that he would have to check the rules, but he believed it was 
90%. 

Kevin Jepson advised that we worked hard at get numbers up to allow the seniors to 
have a sixth bowler.  Originally, because of the entry levels and not all the Zones were 
participating, it was necessary to go with the five players per team.  However, now it has 
grown enough to add that sixth bowler. 

Stephen Thompson advised that the only reason he disagreed with allowing the Zone to 
say is if you have a Zone that has five strong bowlers and they have the numbers but 
the sixth bowler might not be as strong, why would you lessen that person’s opportunity 
to participate. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that we have seen, over the years, Zones that have a sixth 
bowler not even allow that bowler to throw a ball, not only in Senior Open but also in the 
Regular Open. 

Kevin Jepson asked for a show of hands to eliminate the sixth bowler – all opposed. 

 

Central Ontario 5 Pin Bowlers’ Association - Motion 

To change the style of the National Open shirts to prominently display our province 
and the bowler’s name on the back. 
 

Bob Pellow thought this was a great idea and that a lot of Zones are doing this now at 
the Open.  As well, with live streaming it makes it easier to identify the bowler. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that this was Central’s intention with this motion because of the 
live streaming and the difficulty in identifying the bowler.  Middlesex Elgin knows the 
cost of the shirts. 
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Anonymous guest inquired about the supplier of the shirts? 

John Cresswell advised that with the Ontario jackets that were purchased and those 
that bought, the company that he was working with told him it would take three to four 
weeks for turnaround time.  This became 8 to 12 weeks.  Even those that bought their 
jackets early all the jackets were received at the same time.  Looking at other 
companies that do sublimated shirts, John was told it would take four and six weeks to 
get the shirts.  Looking at the schedule for the Open and it being on Easter weekend 
and the nationals being five weeks away, timing in getting the shirt as a sublimated shirt 
is going to be really tight. 

Bob Pellow asked if John Cresswell looked at speaking with Mark at Bradson out west. 

Johh Cresswell advised that he has not reached out to Mark yet. 

Bob Pellow advised that they dealt with Mark for their shirts for the AGM and they got 
them back in three weeks, but they are pricey. 

John Cresswell indicated that he can look at other companies, but do we really want to 
spend $130.00 for a shirt when you can get it cheaper.  That is why they came up with 
the idea of the jacket and a lot of people loved the jacket, but others thought it was too 
busy.  So putting together a shirt that is sublimated with Ontario Trillium on it, or 
whatever that may be, is not something that can be done quickly.  We have to find the 
right supplier. 

Bob Pellow advised that Bradson does a lot of the provincial shirts and at the YBC 
championships they had all the provinces and will to a quick turnaround. 

John Cresswell indicated that not that he would not contact them and they are doing 
business with other provinces, but without any disrespect, he will be looking at getting a 
businesses in Ontario first, and would love to give the business to an Ontario supplier if 
possible.  If it is a supplier that is in Ontario that sends to China to send it back to us, he 
will not deal with that company.  He believes that we should be looking after our 
businesses.  John said that the he works with the proprietors that are part of the 
Proprietors’ Association to have our provincials in their centres whenever possible, but 
this is not always possible at all levels.  That being said, if he cannot find an Ontario 
supplier his first option would be to reach out to Bradson. 

Kevin Jepson asked for a show of hands in favour of the shirts - all in favour. 

 

 

OPEN FLOOR TO OTHER DISCUSSIONS 
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Kevin Jespon went on to discuss the main suggestions that came from the Oshawa 
roadshow meeting: 

Senior Open – Scheduling 

- To be held after the Open as its own event 
o Bowlers could qualify for both events if eligible 

- Make it a Division of the Open 
o Hold Senior Open Monday to Wednesday 
o Qualifying and years of service to be looked at 

Wayne Rogers liked it being a division of the Open and being part and parcel of the 
regular Open.   

Kevin Jepson advised much as it has been, but make it a division of the Open. 

Anonymous guest said that then do they contribute to the aggregate. 

Kevin Jepson clarified that he is getting the opinion that everyone is in favour of the 
Senior Open being a division of the Open and asked for those in favour – all were in 
favour. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that one of things that came up is what you do with qualification 
years. 

Bob Pellow said the seniors were not part of the Open so the previous years would not 
count, but moving forward he thinks you should start fresh as now a division of the 
Open, and saves having to go back. 

Kevin Jepson said that it will certainly be discussed in full at the SAGM because that not 
only would it involve time spent to add those years in, which is typically done by the 
office staff, but also the cost because it would be added to the presentation. 

Kevin Jepson then went on to the next highlight from the Oshawa roadshow: 

Ad-Hoc Committee with one member from each Zone and O5 Board 

- Mandate of the committee to be defined 
o Cost of event 
o Random idea – Sell team franchises in place of Zones contingents 
o Singles bowl 5 then 50% is cut then those with XX pins can ‘buy-in’ to 

bowl next 5 games 

Kevin Jepson explained that if you have five or six guys in the men’s division, you could 
buy a franchise and put it in. 

Bob Pellows inquired that he could pick from across the province to make up the 
franchise and said that was a horrible idea.   
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Bob Pellows said that if you start picking from around the province it becomes a cash 
tournament. The Open is a representation from your area and personally he thinks it is 
a horrible idea. 

Kevin indicated that it also breaks down the Zone.  The Open, in its format, survived 
over 70 years.  It began in the early days of the Western Canada 5 Pin Association with 
men’s, ladies’ and mixed teams.  In Ontario we were a little slow and started in 1965.  
We had no eight point games but straight pin fall that started the championships.  Kevin 
asked that we change our thinking a little bit – say that you were Bert Garside in 1965 
and you were deciding what the Open championships was going to be.  You have an 
open canvas to paint on.  How would you make the teams bowl? How would you qualify 
them?  He invited everyone to think of ideas. 

Kevin Jepson said that someone suggested that singles bowl five games and then 50% 
go on to bowl the next five games – that is the way it has been for a number of years 
now. But what if you are in within XX pins and can buy-in to bowl next five games even 
though you did not make the cut. 

Bob Pellow suggested that everyone should bowl the 10 games regardless of where 
you are sitting. 

Kevin Jepson said that with that many people bowling 10 games would increase timing 
and scheduling becomes a problem. 

Bob Pellow clarified that he meant that the top three should bowl the 10 games, with 
three people on a lane, which would increase the cost, but should bowl.  There is a 
change that someone could bowl 400 games and come back. 

Kevin Jepson inquired what if we opened up the game without any cut and you bowled 
all 10 games. 

Terry Little from Western said that he does not think everyone bowling all 10 games is 
fare, because you could have bowlers at the bottom after 10 games and don’t want to 
get out of bed to bowl.  If they don’t show up will there be a penalty.  The Open is 
unique and from a group of 42 bowlers you have to be the top 21 to bowl the second 
day.  You have to strive and work hard to make the top five.  He further indicated that he 
liked the idea to extend to add one or two bowlers at the bottom that miss by one or two 
pins – whatever you set that number at 10 or 20 pins might add five or six bowlers, but 
not everyone bowling all 10 games.  If those bowlers are buying in and pay $20.00 it will 
still allow you to have three bowlers per lane and the cost will cover the lineage as there 
is no other expense, but it allows those bowlers the chance to be in the Open singles 
championship.  The more people you give that opportunity to, the more people are 
going to play. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that with Terry Little’s idea how many pins within the cut should 
be there to allow for a buy in. 
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Mike Thompson suggested no more than 25 pins. 

Terry Little asked if there are any stats how, over the last couple of years, on many 
people would be there to add only five or six bowlers.  Terry indicated that we do not 
want to add 10 or 15 bowlers and that his guess is you would want to add five or six, 
and thought 20 pins was probably good. 

John Cresswell indicated that he would look to see what he had on his computer. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that no matter the number, there will always going to be 
someone unhappy and it always hurts. 

Brian Lawrence indicated that Terry Little has the right idea and having 25 pins as a 
baseline is a good idea. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that John Cresswell was working on looking at the stats, but has 
no internet connection where we are.  Kevin inquired if there was anything further that 
we would to see change for the Open or see the Open become. 

Bob Pellow suggested that before we get into too many ideas on how to change the 
Open that from the minutes from Oshawa Tom England stated that the format would 
change and asked if that was because it was Easter weekend, or is there any other 
parts of the Open that he can’t make work. 

Kevin Jepson explained that Tom England suggested that it is not an entirely a 
monetary decision, but he already has events happening Easter weekend this coming 
year and for him to trade that event for the Open he would be changing $1.00 for $0.50. 
It makes no sense to do that and we have to respect Tom for that.  He has been really 
good to the Ontario 5 Pin Bowlers’ Association.  The decision basically to go to Ottawa 
and to keep the same scheduling for one year to allow NEBs to grow the event.  That is 
when Tom advised NEBs was building a banquet hall. 

Bob Pellow inquired whether it will work in 2020. 

Kevin Jepson advised that it would, with some minor tweaks that will have to take place, 
to make it work in Oshawa.  For example we will be spread to stay in more than one 
hotel and the banquet hall decision brought relief when Tom stated that he was building 
that banquet hall and it would be ready for 2020.  If not there are other options in the 
Oshawa area that we can look at. 

Bob Pellow asked if there were any other format issues other than what was mentioned 
for next year. 

John Cresswell indicated that as soon we heard that Sherwood was closing, his first call 
was at NEBs.  This was done before getting out of the AGM.  John clarified further that 
we are no longer calling our AGM a convention as we are not a tradeshow.  John had 
discussions with Jeff England by email multiple times and an estimated spending five or 
six hours at NEBs discussing with Tom, at a table, with Tom discussing his financials, 
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on a completely confidential basis.  However as Tom indicated at the first roadshow, it 
does not make sense for him to throw away $1.00 to get $0.50.  Jeff and Tom then gave 
John the time slots that were available, we had time Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, 
and some time on Saturday for some lanes and then Sunday for some lanes. The 
schedule we currently have for the Open would not fit in the times given to us.  Since 
then we have been running some ideas to see how we can make it work.  One of the 
ideas that John had was to come up with a different way of running the championships 
to make it fit into the times available.  It doesn’t fit either.  Even the latest one that was 
posted by John Greenly (John believes) the singles championship would still have an 
issue that would have to be worked out.  There is no specific answer that is perfect yet.  
We are discussing with NEBs to give us a couple more hours here and there and us 
adjusting by not doing it the way we used to is what has to happen. 2019 just would not 
work, however in 2020 this Board and the members would like to go to NEBs and we 
will work with NEBs.  NEBs are currently renovating and updating and creating new 
things, including the parking lot.  There is a new building being built about the 
entertainment building on the west side of the building and then the internal part is being 
taken down.  Tom’s innovation is amazing.  There will also be a new concourse, which 
will have 500 person seating for a banquet.  That is planned for the future, and with 
Mother Nature you never know how long it will take, permits, etc.  However this year the 
biggest issue was NEBs making sure that his leagues were looked after.  O5 have 
charged for attendees to watch the Open, we cannot do that at NEBs as they are an 
entertainment facility.  He is working hard with NEBs to get things organized. 

Another issue that John Cresswell mentioned was that the O5 used to charge for 
spectators to watch the event.  This can no longer be done when we go to NEBs as 
they are an entertainment facility and we cannot ask someone to pay admission when 
they want to use the other facilities.  That then will change our budgeting because 
anything we would have received won’t be there.   John indicated that he has probably 
worked a total of 30 hours with NEBs with the scheduling so far with a lot more to go.  
He indicated that we all love the sport and we do not want it to die so we are making 
sure we are doing everything to make sure it stays here. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that he thought is very exciting that we had 39 years at 
Sherwood and now that this ride ended and we will have to move forward with it, and 
advised that when we are in Merivale from this end of the province it will be a big 
scheduling maneuver, but for only one year.  The second time in the history of the 
provincials we are going to Ottawa.  Ottawa has been coming this way since 1967 when 
we had the Open championships in Ottawa at Queensway Bowl with 24 Zones. 

Kevin Jepson then said that another idea that was given at the Oshawa roadshow was 
the makeup of which we currently have 14 Zones.  How do we ensure that the 14 Zones 
are strong and active and be able to provide the bowlers with the events being held. It 
may be time to look at things and break away from the Zones and start over, perhaps 
not geographically, but perhaps by lane beds.  This would make each Zone is strong.  
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Perhaps it is time to put together an Ad-Hoc Committee together to study to make a 
fairer way to make our Zones up. 

Stephen Thompson said that he agrees with the thinking, but the reality bowling alleys 
are dropping off the map like flies.  We can do someone now then 5 to 10 years down 
the road we will be in the same boat. 

Bob Pellow indicated if we are looking at changing the Zones, we can’t just look at the 
Open, but on all the tournaments.  A lot of areas have competitors that do POA 
tournaments only.  You can’t take a Zone to make the Open more even and more 
competitive because you will hurt the Zones on the POA. 

John Cresswell advised that there is an Ad-Hoc Committee already for Zone 
reallocation.  Kevin added that the idea will be brought when the Committee is ready to 
report. 

Sue Wanklin informed us that one of the bowlers approached her after he found out 
what was happening and he wondered about suggesting going east and west for 
provincials and then sending the winners from those two areas on to the provincial. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that there would two semi-provincials then you would go on to 
the provincials.  It is like the old east west days of the C5 

Sue Wanklin indicated that she would bring it forward, not that she agrees, but that it 
would be for the Open only.  It would cut the numbers for travelling, there would be O5 
expenses, but you could hold it in smaller houses. 

Kevin Jepson advised that he was surprised that in Oshawa that the idea was not 
brought to the floor about regionalizing.  It may be a concept that has to be revisited 
because of the numbers, and Bob Pellow had a good point that there is a lot of entries 
in the POA levels.  We have good participation in the Holiday Classic, Triples, etc. and 
we don’t want to break the Zone down to do that, but perhaps the Open should be 
looked at differently in order to field the teams more competitively.  The regions were 
set up in 1988 as a stopgap to try something and the feedback resulted in reversing it.  
It was not a good idea 30 years ago, but now that our numbers have changed perhaps it 
is something we should look at to make a Western Ontario Region, and Eastern Ontario 
Region, a Central East a Central West as it was done with the Youth Challenge to go to 
the Winter Games. 

Don Cunningham inquired if we are looking at four different regions.  You would have to 
do an assessment for it. 

Kevin Jepson said that at this point we could do anything, you have a blank canvas to 
work on, be it changing the Open to regions, changing Zones, opening it up to 
franchises.  Kevin said that he was sure there were a number of bowling centres that 
could send five or six men on a team, or five or six ladies on a team and buy a franchise 
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and put them in the provincials, but it would destroy everything that has been built over 
the last 50 to 60 years.  It should be considered for the next 50 to 60 years. 

Anonymous guest inquired if people are franchising are you thing about after we have a 
roll-off and then they buy in after the qualifying. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that it could be a combination of both, you might have Open 
teams bowling from every Zone and buy in to bowl against the teams that have 
qualified. 

Bob Pellow indicated that we don’t have a facility big enough to house what we have. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that another idea that was put forward from the first meeting 
was changing the singles event to any that bowled at the Zone level buying in to the 
singles event at the provincials - $100 or $125 entry sharing a pot of money for the 
championship.  

Stephen Thompson said that doing that goes against what Terry Little mentioned, if you 
allow anyone to go in it takes away what we strive to go to the next part. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that these are ideas worthy of discussion and going back what 
do you see for the future. Are we just going to sit back and watch things fall apart?  We 
are here today to keep this game going and that is why we are here today.  As a 
Provincial Board we are working for what the members want. 

Stephen Thompson said that he felt that in order to build the Open you need to build the 
POA division to a certain extent, because the only way you are going to get elite 
bowlers is building up your POA bowlers.  Everyone was a POA bowler at some point.  
He feels personally that that starts at a Zone level.  If you have a Zone where all your 
elite bowlers are difficult then you are not going to build up your POA standpoint.  None 
of the POA bowlers will want to play with the elite.  If you have a Zone that is very 
encouraging, those bowlers will strive to be better bowlers because they want to bowl 
with the elite. That starts at a very small area and goes to be a bigger picture. 

Bob Pellow said to add to Stephen Thompson’s comment about the POA bowlers the 
O5 has been running an experimental tournament similar to the Henry Ferry tournament 
that the Masters runs where you have a scratch bowler bowling with a POA bowler 
bowling. He thinks this expanding this year and potentially down the road they are going 
to run it similar to the other tournaments.  That will do exactly what you are asking.  

Kevin Jepson confirmed that it is a great idea going forward. 

Anonymous guest inquired what tournament that was that Bob Pellow was talking 
about. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that it was a tournament run by the BPA and in Ontario it started 
in a couple of test centres and it received some great reviews of an average bowler 
being able to bowl with an elite.    
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John Cresswell advised that Mitch Pape was running such an event, and that Niagara 
and Ottawa are doing it this year a well. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that thinking back a number of years ago when the Open was 
basically grown out of a sponsorship from Carling O’Keefe. There was a similar event 
run right beside the Open and it was called the Classic – the 210 and under. It became 
the Sun Bowl and now it is called the Holiday Classic. That tournament has been 
around as long as the Open and it was meant to be a driving point for the lower average 
bowlers because it was run in conjunction with the Open.  At the nationals it was run at 
the same time.  There was one house running the 210 and under and the other house 
was running the Open.  It did not cease until the sponsor had to bow out. 

Wayne Rogers wanted to go back to the idea of running in different regions, would it 
decline in bowlers qualifying in different areas because bowlers will look at who their 
competition is in the region and find that some would not go in because of the field of 
bowlers in that region.  He believes that by using regions it is going to decline the total 
number of entries.  He thinks that if he looked at his Zone and we have to bowl with 
some of the bowlers from Western and would lose some bowlers because they would 
feel they don’t have a chance. 

Kevin Jepson advised that regionalizing was put out as an initial discussion and has not 
been looked at formally.  We do not need to do it if the membership is not in favour of it, 
but if is something that saves the Open then it should be something that we have to look 
at. 

Pat Jepson of Western inquired if in the western provinces and eastern provinces are 
they seeing some of the decline in bowling centres closing like we are in Ontario. 

John Cresswell confirmed that it is across Canada. 

Pat Jepson inquired if they are having the same meetings at the present time to save 
our sport and while we are talking about the Open and saving the Open players we also 
have to consider the youth bowlers coming up because the graduating youth would love 
to get into the Open tournament.  If it is time to go east versus west to make something 
strong for them.  We really have to try to come up with something that is going to save – 
if we are getting short on lady bowlers and seniors are growing, is it time to add more 
mixed teams and more seniors teams to the event?  Are their Zones that are having 
problems getting enough ladies to fill the ladies’ team plus the mixed team?  Maybe it is 
time to eliminate the ladies’ team and add extra mixed teams. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that maybe the Open becomes only a mixed teams 
championship with senior mixed teams and open mixed teams.  

Anonymous guest inquired how the west was doing. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that John Cresswell and Sue Burns will have a better idea after 
they attend the C5 AGM in August in Ottawa.  If we are thinking about it they are 
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thinking about it.  Many of the problems in the western provinces have always been the 
cost for the number of bowlers they had to send teams and bowlers to the nationals.  It 
became those that could afford to come rather than the little guy.  In Ontario we are still 
funding the little guy and are one of the only provinces that still pay for our national 
competitors to go to the nationals. Some provinces are making the user pay. 

John Cresswell advised that provincially across Canada, Ontario, Alberta and one other 
province do similar things that we do.  We hold Zone roll-offs and then come together 
provincially to declare our national champions.  Other provinces chose do to an all-star 
type scenario where people show up and bowl a championship and they may be in a 
different format of a tournament, but they still do a roll-off to get their 10 games in to 
participate.  From there they create their teams.  This past season every province has a 
men’s team, approximately eight provinces had ladies’ teams last year, and a majority 
had mixed teams as well.  The time now is if you go to the regional format, and we are 
talking in general terms of ideas, but the idea of a regional roll-off where there is two 
mixed teams, one men’s team, one mixed team and no ladies’ team maybe where we 
go in the future, just as an idea.  When you get to the provincial championship there is 
still no way that we can say that there will be 28 mixed teams there, 14 mixed and 14 
men’s teams.  Doing a provincial championships for that would be tough.  However, 
doing a regional roll-off that happened in 1988, John indicated that he knew from the 
number of the entries that year it went way down as bowlers did not like it.  It was 
changed back, as Sherwood was not available at that time and there was no other 
bowling centre in the area.  The other scenario is going back to what Terry Little’s 
suggestion was with a 25 pin difference and John looked at the last two years that he 
had on his computer at the meeting and advised that it was less than three people on 
each side.  There are many great ideas, and John indicated that what he liked about the 
first 2 roadshows that we had so far was that we are not against each other, but it is us 
trying to figure out what we can do to keep the sport alive.  It is a starting point on 
moving forward to finding out what the right solution is.  We all have ideas that can 
snowball and we got there by us all working together and he indicated that he 
appreciated everyone’s efforts. 

Brian Lawrence inquired if we are going to do the aggregate for the seniors and they 
become a division of the Open can we not send a mixed team to the nationals. He 
asked what everyone thought of the idea and the majority of the room thought it was a 
good idea. 

Kevin Jepson said that the Ontario delegates could take this to the C5 AGM as part of 
the growing concern of our membership that we want to add a division to the Open for 
seniors. 

John Cresswell indicated that this was one of the points we are going to take to Ottawa 
in August. 
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Don Cunningham indicated that we have a Masters Association of Ontario and they 
never have a problem to sending a team to nationals.  Why can’t the O5 send a seniors 
team.   

John Cresswell advised that it was his understanding that for a Masters to participate at 
the nationals they have to be card carrying members of the provincial Association.  
However back on our side the reason why we don’t have seniors’ division is because it 
took Ontario, Brenda Hamilton specifically, four years to get the seniors’ set up and 
running.  When it first started not every Zone participated.  It took approximately another 
four years before all the Zones participated.  Since then we have approached the C5 
about getting a seniors’ division.  However the problem is that some of the provinces 
and territories are lucky to get enough to get a mixed team for the Open championships.  
If we can get four or six provinces participating maybe we can get it pushed forward.   
The Masters have done it and they do their funding, but it is a total self-paid 
organization. This is definitely one of items that we will be bringing to the C5 AGM, 
along with a couple of other items that we want to put forward as well.  The idea of the 
record scores being changed for the leagues that bowl two frames at a time and then 
alternate was spearheaded between PEI and Ontario and that got approved but it took 
four years to get that approved.  It is not something that can get done easily because 
the 12 provinces and territories decide on how things will run going forward.  We are 
fighting on your behalf. 

Kevin Jepson advised that as a proprietor our league business is about 80% seniors 
and the more we can push senior events the more happy our customers are going to 
be.  One of the suggestions that someone approached Kevin with after the Oshawa 
meeting was we should put a POA division in the seniors event.  There is plenty of 
opportunity for POA competition, but there is only one scratch event.  While it is a good 
idea to entertain, it probably won’t fly with the senior Open championship.  The Masters 
have the POA component to it for the seniors.  

Mariano Meconi inquired whether the Open was a total pin fall tournament in the past 
versus eight points a game, and wanted to know what the bases was for changing to an 
eight point game.  

Kevin Jepson advised that the introduction came about because of the coaching 
program.  The Coach had an integral part to the team.  With the creation of the coaches 
program in the late 1970’s and the creation of the C5PBA the eight point game was a 
strategy method to involve the Coaches with the decisions of the game.  The Coaches 
had to pick the line-up, stressing that the three points at the bottom was the most 
important.  It was a great creation for the Open championship. 

Mariano Merconi advised that to the viewing public total pin fall is much more intuitive, 
but Kevin’s point is well taken. 

Kevin Jepson asked Mariano to give us his thoughts of the bowling world and the Open 
play in particular, as he has been a proprietor for a long time. 
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Mariano Merconi inquired out of the 14 Zones how many are on the precipice of a 
bubble.  He thought that they had 154 members at large and 1 DC with a couple 
hundred so it is very weird makeup for Western and the fear of one of the guests from 
London/Middlesex Elgin afraid of the future of a Zone realignment and how soon would 
it be before are faced with such a realignment.  As well he inquired about the Open 
going next year to Ottawa and how that is going to affect the Zone qualifiers.  His 
thought was that it may be affected by as much as 30 percent.  He said that it is no 
one’s fault and we had no other option, but is really concerned about the local 
qualifying.  He added that we like to see bodies at a Zone roll off. 

Kevin Jepson said that he hates seeing centres close.  He indicated from the centre that 
closed in his area he gained five new leagues.  He said that ultimately it means less 
people playing because for every one of the five leagues that he got, he estimated that 
twice that quit and they are no longer playing the sport and that is a real concern for 
proprietors. 

Kevin Jepson confirmed that this is not just with 5 pin.  He advised that a 48 ten pin 
centre minutes from his centre closed down and everyone lost their place to play, which 
was a major Brunswick centre.  Kevin indicated that they turned the facility into a 
grocery store. 

Kevin Jepson asked how do we create new bowlers and new members? 

Anonymous guest suggested media coverage. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that media coverage is tough because are the blue collar sport 
that no one pays attention to. 

Anonymous guest said that no one considers us a sport. 

Kevin Jepson indicated that we consider us a sport and the government does as well.  
Media is our biggest battle.  Kevin shared a story that happened when he was with the 
Canadian 5 Pin.  The C5 was faced with a marketing decision and hired a company 
called St. Claire Marketing to go out and find a sponsor or someone to pay for the 
television coverage of the nationals and to create a marketing campaign that was 
similar to what Canadian curling was going through.  Everyone knows how curling has 
grown over the last 20 years on television.  The C5 asked St. Claire to get someone that 
would give them 26 weeks of television coverage and become front and center.  The 
numbers on the CBC bowling show on TSN game outdrew Hockey Night in Canada 
numbers.  The problem was the numbers that were watching television were seniors.  
They virtually had no buying power.  The idea then died.  The C5 found out that bowling 
was going nowhere in the media because this is the aura that we created ourselves and 
that is the aura that the sponsorship dollars were looking at.  They indicated that if we 
changed our image and buying power they would put us on television.  They could not 
sell the commercials. Kevin indicated that we have to get into the younger market. 

Bob Pellow asked how we get into the younger market if we can’t get on television. 
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Kevin Jepson advised that is the job of the Proprietors’ Association and us working with 
them to help promote the sport.  Kevin indicated that one of the problems that he faces 
is that the number of new Canadians coming through the door.  They take a look at our 
game with five pins and a small ball and consider it kids bowling and walk out the door.  
This is one of the big jobs that Kevin would like the Proprietors’ Association take on is a 
marking campaign to inform the new Canadians that the five pin game is a vibrant as 
the 10 pin game is in Canada.  Most of the advertising that Kevin does, which is online, 
has to do with social media specifying that are a Canadian game and just as much fun.  

Stephen Thompson indicated social media is unbelievable. He advised that his 
proprietor is older and not tech savvy and indicated that he found people coming 
through the door saying that they found out about their lanes because of Google but it 
says that you are always closed, as Google auto-generates a location for you based on 
everything and unless you go in and alter it physically, it is going to default.  Stephen 
indicated that he has taken it upon himself to fix that and indicated that changing your 
presence is important. 

Bob Pellow advised that he thought that it was Tom England, at the last roadshow, that 
suggested a sponsor to help out with provincials and he suggested Labatt’s.  Bob 
indicated that we cannot have alcohol or tobacco sponsors, but it does not have to be.  
Bob inquired whether we have someone in mind for a sponsor to help offset the Open, 
specifically the lineage, the cost would be cheaper. 

John Cresswell indicated that there is an easy way of saying this and a tough way of 
saying this, but the easy way is that he would love to find a sponsor, however it is tough 
finding a sponsor.  Brenda Hamilton, working with John’s wife, as a co-chair have a 
created O5 sponsorship and they have raised just over $6,000.00 each year for the last 
couple of years for the O5.  There are different levels of sponsorship, bronze, silver, 
gold and platinum.  That has grown.  They have not gone out and solicited sponsors for 
specific events.  In the past the Association has indicated that we find a corporate 
sponsor to look after an event, however five years ago they started the sponsorship and 
an idea came forward that instead of having one sponsor, we get more than one. John 
further indicated that from a corporate point of view it is not easy to find those sponsors 
that still have sponsorship dollars available.  Those sponsors unfortunately are in the 
beer, liquor and wine industries.  The Ontario government gives us funding and in order 
to receive this funding and be recognized as a sport and we cannot have those 
sponsors as we do not want to be perceived as a social game.  Tom England’s idea is 
that a proprietor sponsor an event and that the proprietor has a brewery sponsor.  We 
cannot say that Labatt’s is a corporate sponsor of the O5PBA, but we can say that 
NEBs is a sponsor of the O5PBA.  Moving forward we would love to have a corporate 
sponsor, but we also love to have a bunch of $100.00, $250.00 or $500.00 sponsors as 
well.  John put out that anyone who wanted to be a sponsor and see Brenda with 
$100.00 to go and see her later.  The O5 has two corporate sponsors TRG Computers 
and the Government of Ontario.  TRG does a whole lot of backend stuff for the O5, 
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which is John’s company. It is hard to build up sponsorship.  Working the way we are 
doing is pushing in the right direction. John advised that we are thinking of adding one 
more roadshow as one part of the province may have been missed.  He indicated that 
we are all passionate about our sport and we have all worked hard, including the 
proprietors, but we have to work together to get people into the bowling centres. John 
thanked Stephen and Fairmont Lanes for allowing us to have the roadshow at no cost. 

Kelly Shelson advised that today was the first time that she knew that sponsorship was 
out there.  She indicated that another Board that she sits on has organized a golf 
tournament with Crime Stoppers and they get sponsors to sponsor a hole.  She 
indicated that we could do that for the Open and get a sponsor to sponsor a lane and 
have that lane identified that this lane is sponsored by …. She advised that with the 
Crime Stoppers event you can sponsor a hole for $125.00 and everyone who walks by 
that hole can see the sponsor’s name, as opposed to it being in a book somewhere, and 
it is visual for all to see including spectators.  It is just an idea to get the recognition out 
there.   

Kelly Shelson also advised that reaching out to the kids is very important, what if a 
presentation is put together on bowling and then getting into the grade schools in the 
local area to give them a synopsis and you get it in conjunction with a bowling centre by 
providing the students with certificates to try a game. 

John Cresswell indicated that Kelly Shelson had a good idea and indicated to Brenda 
Hamilton that we should look into this further to have sponsors sponsor a lane.  John 
advised the O5 marketing team also prints off posters that are posted in the centres 
during our provincial championships.  Getting sponsors is always going to be a tough 
thing and indicated that as a business owner he gets many calls each week for those 
soliciting or money, but unfortunately there is only so much money each business or 
corporation has. 

John Cresswell advised that his heart and soul is five pin bowling and will help as much 
as he can.   There are other people out there that have other Associations they are 
committed to and work with. 

John Cresswell further advised that his local slow pitch baseball league is thinking of 
running a baseball tournament involving five pin bowling by having 50% of the team be 
made up with five pin bowlers.  He already has sponsors willing to work with who have 
nothing to do with bowling, but it would be the O5 putting forward that concept. 

John stated that appreciates everyone’s efforts including the Board members here 
today, who work numerous hours that you would probably never know about, but we do 
it on behalf of the members.  Your ideas and guidance on how to make this sport better 
and greater as we move forward, and with the Open we have a blip that we are working 
on, but we will find a solution. 
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Sue Wanklin inquired why, in the Open book, was it take out the number of qualifying 
years for Coaches, and asked why they are not getting that recognition anymore. 

John Cresswell advised that the Open program book is based on four pages at a time 
being part of the book, so we when we go to print we have to go with four pages at a 
time.  He indicated that he thought it was still there, but it is on the O5 website and 
updated yearly, and will make sure that it is put back into the book if it is not there. John 
said that the Coaches are important and should be in the book and thought they were in 
the book on the last page.  

Stephen Thompson indicated that he peruses the book and wondered if it were better to 
split the book by how many years you coach and how many years you participated in 
the Open to save pages. 

Kevin Jepson said that we still recognize the Coaches for their years of services 
amongst their peers at the coaches meeting before the Open starts and they get their 
certificates at that point.  He said that we could probably recognize each increment 
instead of year by year, and do 5, 10, 15 years to cut down the number of pages 

Brenda Hamilton advised that we listed the Coaches in increment as well as with 
players.  She further indicated that doing it the way Stephen Thompson suggested was 
that we have coaches that don’t bowl.0 

Kevin Jepson suggested that rather than using up four or five pages of each Coach with 
every year of service, we use the increments instead. 

Sue Wanklin indicated that she did not like that idea that she thought they should be all 
listed with their years of service individually and not in increments. 

John Cresswell stated that the salute the Open Coaches is listed on page 50 of the last 
program book and it includes the Coaches that have five years of service and up that 
were included last year, and we will make sure that it is more prominent there.  We have 
a list of all the Coaches that were coaching and a salute to the Coaches listed with 
milestones of different numbers.  

 

 

CLOSING COMMENTS 

John Cresswell again thanked everyone for coming knowing that some of us drove a 
long way to be here, and wished everyone safe travels.  He again thanked Fairmont 
Lanes and Stephen Thompson for opening up the bowling centre.  John advised that 
the centre was not Wi-Fi compatible so we did not stream the meeting, but that he will 
upload the meeting and make sure it gets onto our YouTube channel for everyone to 
look at.  Meeting ended at 3:06 p.m. 


